Fuel and Cooling Components

**SO-CAL Hose & Belt Kit**: Designed to fit a '32 Ford with small-block Chevy and Walker radiator combination. This kit includes top and bottom hoses, stainless clamps and two belts, just in case. Will fit with SO-CAL alternator bracket.
- #001-62009 SO-CAL hose and belt kit: $69.95 kit
- #001-62200 Hoses only, with clamps: $49.95 kit

**SO-CAL Overflow Tank**: The SO-CAL overflow tank is designed for multiple applications where there is no factory overflow system. It can be used on hot rods, customs, classic trucks, muscle cars, etc. The tank, which holds 60 ounces, is made of polished, spun aluminum, features two unobtrusive pre-tapped mounting bosses and a knurled machined cap. Measures 4" diameter x 10" tall.
- #001-62078 SO-CAL overflow tank: $169.95 ea.

**Electric Cooling Fan**: Made by SPAL, these radiator fans are an easy installation. The factory bracket/shroud offers 4 attachment points and it can be mounted directly to the radiator core. They come in two styles, straight and curved blades and measure 16.5" high, 15.8" wide and 3.8" deep. Both offer superb performance so the choice is up to you.
- (A) #057-30102120 Straight blade: $157.99 ea.
- (B) #057-30102049 Curved blade: $157.99 ea.

**Transmission Cooler**: Every SO-CAL creation that leaves our shop is fitted with an automatic transmission oil cooler. It's cheap insurance.
- #001-62035 Trans cooler: $59.95 kit

**Radiator Caps**: SO-CAL offers three styles of radiator cap and each is available with either a 7lb or 13lb pressure cap.
- (A) #144-75120 Plain radiator cap (7lb): $24.95 ea.
- #144-75121 Plain radiator cap (13lb): $24.95 ea.
- (B) #110-32201 Bull's eye radiator cap (7lb): $24.95 ea.
- #110-32202 Bull's eye radiator cap (13lb): $24.95 ea.
- (C) #001-62055 SO-CAL Art Deco cap (7lb): $24.95 ea.
- #001-62065 SO-CAL Art Deco cap (13lb): $24.95 ea.

**Walker Radiator**: SO-CAL offers a full range of Walker radiators, however, two types of the popular Walker Cobra Z-Series radiator are perfect for all '32 Fords up to heavy-duty and big-block applications. The Cobra Z Cool-Mate Series includes an air-conditioning condenser. Call for applications and pricing.

**Zip's Water Pump Riser Housing**: One of the inherent problems of a small block Chevy engine swap into any early car is the stock Chevy water pump is mounted too low for the mechanical fan to be efficient. This cast aluminum water pump riser solves the problem by raising the pump and mechanical fan 5" higher in the engine compartment. The housing also provides mounting surfaces for an A/C compressor and alternator. The riser housing (A) comes with brackets and hardware while the water pump (B) and pulleys (C & D) are sold separately.
- (A) #141-1001 Riser housing: $249.00 kit
- (B) #141-1002 Water pump: $49.95 ea.
- (C) #140-8950 Water pump pulley: $24.95 ea.
- (D) #140-8951 Single grove crank pulley: $24.95 ea.
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